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Thursday, November 30th, 2023. 

Cycling is a popular and eco-friendly mode of transportation, but accidents can happen. If you find yourself in the 
unfortunate situation of a bicycle accident in Atlanta, it's crucial to know the proper steps to take in the aftermath.  

Here's a guide to help you navigate the post-accident process. 
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• Ensure Safety First 

The immediate aftermath of a bicycle accident can be disorienting, but prioritizing safety is paramount. Move to a safe 
location away from traffic if possible. Check yourself for injuries and seek medical attention if needed. Additionally, 
assess the condition of others involved in the accident. 

• Contact Law Enforcement 

It's essential to involve law enforcement to document the incident. Call 911 to report the accident, providing accurate 
details about the location and any injuries. Having an official police report can be crucial for insurance claims and legal 
proceedings. 

• Exchange Information 

Collect the other involved party's information and give them yours in exchange. Collect names, addresses, phone 
numbers, and insurance details. Try to collect any possible witnesses' contact information, in case you need it. 

• Document the Scene 

Use your smartphone or camera to take pictures of the accident scene, including damage to your bicycle and any 
vehicles involved. Capture the surrounding area, traffic signals, and road conditions. This visual documentation can serve 
as valuable evidence later. 

• Seek Medical Attention 

No matter how minor your injuries may seem, going to a hospital or the doctor is crucial. Sometimes, victims of 
accidents do not feel the consequences right after the occurrence, and a professional can provide a complete diagnosis. 
Keep detailed records of your medical treatment for insurance claims and potential legal action. 

• Notify Your Insurance Company 

Your insurance company needs to know about the accident whenever you’re able. Provide them with the details you've 
gathered, including the police report and any medical records. Promptly notifying your insurer helps streamline the 
claims process. 

• Consult an Attorney 

After seeking medical care to check on the extent of your injuries and the severity of the accident, it is advisable to 
consult with a personal injury attorney. An experienced attorney can provide guidance on your rights, handle 
communication with insurance companies, and pursue legal action if necessary. 

• Preserve Evidence 

Keep all relevant documents, such as medical records, bills, and correspondence with insurance companies. If you 
consulted an attorney, share this information with them. Preserving evidence strengthens your case and ensures you 
have the necessary documentation if legal action becomes necessary. 
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• Be Cautious with Statements 

Refrain from making statements to insurance companies or the other party's legal representation without consulting 
your attorney. Anything you say can be used against you, so it's crucial to have professional guidance throughout the 
process. 

• Stay Informed About Legal Rights 

Familiarize yourself with your legal rights as a bicyclist involved in an accident. Georgia laws regarding cycling accidents 
may vary, so understanding your rights can empower you during the claims process. 

Conclusion 

Experiencing a bicycle accident can be a challenging and overwhelming situation. However, knowing the appropriate 
steps to take in the aftermath can make a significant difference. By prioritizing safety, documenting the incident, seeking 
medical attention, and seeking professional guidance, you can navigate the post-accident process in Atlanta with greater 
confidence and ensure your rights are protected. 

This other article may help offer you more insights on motorcyclist safety: Motorcyclist Safety: A Call to Action 
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